Modeling volume effects of experimental brachytherapy in the rat rectum: uncovering the limitations of a radiobiologic concept.
To analyze the significance of volume effects in experimental brachytherapy, based on modeling normal tissue complication probability. Experimental brachytherapy in the rat rectum was based on an eight-step 2.5-mm step size source configuration for 192Ir, afterloaded into an unshielded polystyrene applicator. Volume effects were studied using a half-circumferential lead-shielded applicator and a shorter (two-step) source configuration. The main end point was rectal stenosis. Rectal stenosis was always caused by a radiation ulcer. With the shielded configuration, single-dose ED50 (50% incidence of rectal stenosis) increased from 23 Gy to 36.5 Gy. Single-dose ED50 for the short configuration was 77.9 Gy. The data showed a reasonable fit to a three-parameter version of the biophysical model described by Jackson et al. (1995). This model assumes that organs consist of a large number of radiobiologically independent subunits and that radiation causes a complication if the fraction of the organ damaged is greater than its functional reserve. The fraction of the organ damaged is calculated summing over fractions of the organ damaged at each dose level. The calculated mean functional reserve (nu50) of the rat rectum, assuming a cumulative functional reserve distribution in the group of experimental rats, was 0.53. The volume effect observed within small brachytherapy volumes agreed well with clinical experience of large tolerance doses in contact X-ray therapy. However, the nu50 value was comparable to the high functional reserve value reported for liver. Experimental volume effects probably reflect repair processes originating in the areas adjacent to small radiation fields of brachytherapy more than the radiobiologic characteristics of the cells in the irradiated volume.